
 

 

 

Crochet Ruffle Skirt 

 

Materials: 

4 balls of SMC Boston yarn (approximately 250 yards of 

worsted to bulky base yarn for size small; more for larger 

size) 

1 skein Circulo Tecido Trico Abstrato (or other ruffle yarn) 

1 size K/10.5 crochet hook (or size appropriate for base 

yarn) 

 

Abbreviations: 

ch (chain):  Yarn over hook, pull through loop on hook.  

slip stitch (sl st): Insert hook in next stitch, yarn over hook, pull through both loops on hook.  

dc (double crochet): Yarn over hook, insert hook under both loops of next stitch, yarn over hook and 

draw loop through stitch; yarn over hook and pull through two loops on hook; yarn over hook again 

and pull through 2 remaining loops on hook. 

   

Directions: 

 Measure your hips at their widest point.  Make your starting chain this length and join ends into a 

circle with a slip stitch. 

 Row 1: dc all the way around circle. 

 Row 2: Insert hook into first stitch as if to dc, also catching one loop of the ruffle yarn.  Finish dc 

stitch using base yarn, catching but not pulling the ruffle yarn through (do not count loop of ruffle 

yarn as part of the stitch – just “sandwich” it between your base yarn loops). 

 Row 3 and 4: dc all the way around circle. 

  

 



 

 

*Repeat rows 2-4 until piece measures desired length down leg from widest part of hips; on next 

Row 4, work decrease row as follows: 

Decrease row: as you dc around circle, for every 5 dc stitches, skip one stitch.  This will decrease 

stitches evenly around work to make a shape that fits the hips/waist better.  You can “tweak” this 

according to your personal shape; if your waist is much smaller than your hips, decrease at closer 

intervals.  If your waist is the same size or larger than your hips, decrease at larger intervals or skip 

the decrease row. 

  

Continue repeating rows 2-4 until skirt is desired total length.  If you need a smaller waistband, 

repeat decrease row.  Otherwise, fasten off yarn and weave in ends.  Done! 


